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City of Menlo Park
Community Development Department, Planning Division
701 Laurel Street
Menlo Park, California 94025
ATTENTION: Justin Murphy, Development Services Manager
SUBJECT: Menlo Park Facebook Campus Project

(BCDC Permit No. 26-78)
Ladies and Gentlemen:
On April 25, 2011, the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission
(Commission) staff received the Notice of Preparation of an Environmental Impact Report for
the Menlo Park Facebook Campus Project, a proposal for two campuses located north of US
Highway 101 and separated by Bayfront Expressway/State Route 84 in the City of Menlo Park,
San Mateo County. The proposed Phase 1 project includes using the former Sun Microsystem
facilities for the East Campus, expanding the number of onsite employees from 3,600 to 6,600
within two to three years The proposed West Campus would include constructing up to five
separate buildings for an additional 2,800 employees, for a total of 9,400 Facebook employees.
Although the project is not specific enough at this time for us to comment on every potential
issue this project may raise with respect to the Commission’s laws and policies, we do have
several comments on the conceptual plans that should be addressed as this project moves
forward. As the project is further developed, we will be able to provide more detailed
responses and can work closely with your staff to assure the project’s consistency with the
Commission’s laws and policies.
Although the Commission itself has not reviewed the Mitigated Negative Declaration, the
staff comments are based on the McAteer-Petris Act, the Commission’s San Francisco Bay Plan
(Bay Plan), the Commission’s federally approved management plan for the San Francisco Bay,
and the federal Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA).
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Jurisdiction

The Commission’s permit jurisdiction at this site indudes all tidal areas of the Bay up to the
line of mean high tide or the inland edge of marsh vegetation up to five feet above Mean Sea
Level in marshlands, all areas formerly subject to tidal action that have been filled since
September 17, 1965, and a shoreline band extending 100 feet inland from and parallel to the
shoreline. Commission permits are required for fill placement, construction, dredging and
substantial changes in use within its area of jurisdiction. The proposed East Campus project is
located within the Commission’s 100-foot shoreline band and would require either a new
Commission permit or an amendment to the existing Sun Microsystems BCDC Permit No. 2678.
Public Access

Section 66602 of the McAteer-Petris Act states, that “...maximum feasible public access,
consistent with the proposed project, should be provided....” In evaluating a project’s proposed
public access, the Commission relies on the Bay Plan policies on public access to determine
whether the project includes maximum feasible public access consistent with the project. In
determining what constitutes the maximum feasible public access consistent with the Facebook
East and West Campus project, the Commission would evaluate the project in light of the
impact to the surrounding area, induding the burden to the present public access and shoreline
by adding 3,000 additional employees to the East Campus and 2,800 additional employees to
the West Campus.
Attached is BCDC Permit No. 26-78, which required the installation, use and permanent
maintenance of an approximately 4.8-acres public access area and landscaping, with a 6-footwide pedestrian/bicycle path along the entire 4,700-foot-long shoreline (Exhibit A). Due to the
increased impact to the shoreline at the project site, additional public access improvements
would likely be necessary in order for the project to be consistent with the Commission’s laws
and policies. The project sponsor should include specific information about all proposed public
access improvements. Such improvements might indude expanding the public access areas,
widening the public access trail, providing additional amenities (e.g., benches, interpretive
signage, overlook decks, landscaping, etc.), additional pedestrian or bicycle access points from
• the West Campus to the East Campus, and parking areas.
We also recommend that the environmental document evaluate projected increases in sea
level at this site and possible options for providing adequate flood protection for the
development and continued public use of the multi-use pathway as sea level rises.
Water Quality

The Bay Plan’s policies on water quality state that, “new projects should be sited, designed,
constructed and maintained to prevent, or if prevention is infeasible, to minimize the discharge
of pollutants to the Bay...” by controlling pollutant sources at the project site, using appropriate
construction materials, and applying best management practices. The project sponsors should
evaluate the potential impacts of the proposed project on Bay water quality and should propose
best management practices and mitigation measures to minimize adverse impacts to water
quality, particularly from ruTloff from lands disturbed during the construction of project
improvements, including improvements to the public access area.
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Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on this project. If you have any questions,
please do not hesitate to contact me at (415) 352-3669.
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